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As Beztas Textile 'Trade and Industry Limited Company ;

. To set goals in line with the policy by our management with the

participation of our employees, to take actions to achieve these goals and to

provide the necessary resources,
. To follow all energy-related laws and regulations and to fulfill their
requirements,
. To establish effective communication with all stakeholders in order to

create common value and beneficial results on energy management issues,
. To use appropriate resources and technologies to keep energy under

control ,

. To increase energy performance values including energy efficiency and

density in all processes ,

. To ensure the efficient use of natural resources and energy, to increase
the share of renewable energy sources in energy use ,

. To reduce energy consumption, to make improvements for continuous
improvement in energy effiçiençy, to follow their implementation and results,
. To use energy efficient products to improve energy performance, to

purchase serviçes and to make or supply related design studies,
. To continuously improve our energy management system, to document
it, to announce it to all units, to review and announce to all units, to review
and update,
. To contribute to raising the awareness of our suppliers, subcontractors ,

visitors and the local community, as well as the training of all our employees
on energy sensitivity.
. To continue our work in cooperation with our stakeholders, suppliers ,

subcontractors and all our employees in line with mutual benefits.
. It is committed to providing all the information and resources of our
senior management to achieve the goals and objectives within the scope of
energy.
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